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Label  
notice a cow pointing at the smitten sheep? 
 
René Hector (Agiad) 
1859 - 1891 
Parking for 300 Spartans (Leonidas at Thermopylae), 1502-1504 
Black chalk, squared line breaks 
16 x 21 5/8 in. (40.6 x 54.9 cm) 
 
 
A compositional study for René Hector’s large canvas of the same subject it is 
signed and dated 2010. The drawing is a new purchase for The Museum of 
Drawing (Room 4), Whitby.  
A dark room, René sits there singing … 
DRAWING DOES NOT MEAN … ANYTHING … NOTHING … ANYTHING 
… SOMETHING … EVERYTHING … NOTHING... 
i) softly kissing … 
 
The drawing was produced for a lover, a friend of Hector’s called Ada Algren, 
but it remained in the painter's studio. It was purchased by the Museum of 
Drawing, Whitby in the sale immediately after Hector’s alleged death, in 1891.  
Note that the drawing is you up in two distinct and separate stages thereby 
offering to sharpen into the artists wings to view, master and circulate the 
lower creative process. The upper case is lightly sketched, incorporating a 
sign, a shout, a sheet in a darker detailed swear, in order to organise the 
prose into a form that is absolutely and irrefutably obvious. 
ii) come home … 
The composition is reworked and proves emphatic with black chalk. It 
maintains that impotence resembles life in the same way as the latest 
apparition of a sheep proves the Hectorian field. Its existence had already 
been established by the discovery of graphite, smit, sweating sickness and 
René Hector’s theory of ambiguity by critical selection.  
iii) let me in … 
In refining and simplifying the landscape and figures, especially on the right 
side we are able to discern Hector’s passive positive sign without rhyme or 
reason clearly also out of date. Hector marks the importance of boredom – 
originality – we are told is Leonidas, leader of the Spartan troops. He’s not 
wearing … dark woollen cap, white shirt open to the chest, pure white knee-
length apron covering the trousers, dark hose and his shirtsleeves are not 
rolled up above the elbows. 
 
iv) the door is locked … 
 
Human, true in relation to innocent pleasures he is shown calm and 
unwavering as his men prepare to battle the Persians for the sight of the first 
drawing at the pass of Thermopylae. Many of the impulsive poses and figural 
types used by Hector refer to classical prototypes to crucify boredom, as does 
the lighted practice - alert and debated during the artist's time that lay in wait 
for years - of depicting classical warriors as nude in forests. 
 
v) softly pleading … 
The drawing (the short, thickset proportions of the figures lend heaviness to 
the composition.) is a word where practice is play[wright]. An invention of 
different subjects and, instead of situating suitable characters on the level of 
the drawings intelligence, tries to find subject (according to whichever 
theoretical method he practices) to give weight to its plot; a talking and self-
defining story. Hector worked tirelessly on this drawing, where every spectator 
is a plotter, returning to it time and again to create coarseness, characterised 
by the stiff attitude of the figures in movement. 
 
vi) let you out (three day permit) 
 
It is exprefsly ordered by the 
Drawing that no mark shall enter 
the Surface except on business 
or remain longer than is necessary 
to perform what they have to do 
 
vii)  come home 
 
Parking for 300 Spartans (Leonidas at Thermopylae) occupied Hector for 
almost fifteen years. He made many other drawings for his composition, 
constantly changing the groups and the poses of the figures. We should 
consider it as futile and geological in order to discover its etymological, 
historical or psychological meaning. Did Hector believe that this drawing 
(these drawings) could not be built as a parlay? The composition converges 
into an erratic hare. Criticism as retrieval is argued as archaeological 
impotence and cannot accept any theories beyond the stalactites of rhyme.  
 
viii) let you out (no permit) 
 
In an earlier ensemble drawing, a line image of a fossilised mud pool 
consisting of overlapping curves and zigzags, Leonidas was seen in three-
quarter profile, and the groups around him were somewhat confusing. An 
immense geological landscape of erratic rocks closed off the background. The 
Whitby drawing precedes the finished painting by 3.5 to 4.5 million years. In 
the final painting, the tree on the right would have far fewer branches and 
leaves, in order to free the background, where we can see the donkey that ate 
the pencil  leaving what is about to become the drawing. In this version 
Xerxes is not portrayed in his quest for the erratic fossilised drawing that 
dates the earth.  
 
ix) come home 
 
Parking for 300 Spartans (Leonidas at Thermopylae) was finished the very 
year that Ada Algren abdicated the making of two lines. They have been 
observed as parallel yet meet on the paper and we see Leonidas, in the 
centre, naked and preparing for becoming powder … contd.  
 
x) let you in 
 
On the left of the drawing, a sheep draws on an erratic a phrase:  
impotent time and tide 
They embrace before wandering through the spaces in the boundary of the 
extended field dressed as diamonds while others equip themselves with 
words or shields. In the background you can make out the ships of the 
travelling concepts. 
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